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Faculty chooses Independent candidate 
Reagan, Anderson Win 
In Campus Mock Election 
With a voter turnout of about 
40% of Ursinus students, The 
Grizzly" mock election held this 
past Tuesday (Election Day) re-
sulted in an expected victory for 
Ronald Reagan (R), as well as an 
incredibly strong showing for 
Independent candidate John An-
derson. President Jimmy Carter 
was soundly defeated in the 
Ursinus election ending up in a 
distant third place position. 
The mock election was publi-
cized for over a week in both the 
Daily Bulletin and the most recent 
issue of The Grizzly. Polls were 
open on November 4 during lunch 
and dinner, and were located in 
the Wismer Parents' Lounge. 
Ballots were available to all 
students (full and part-time), as 
well as all faculty, administration 
and staff members. By the time 
the polls closed on Tuesday 
evening at 7:00, a total of 409 
voters had participated in the 
election. 
The Republican candidate for 
President, Ron411d Reagan, re-
ceived 41 % of the vote with 169 
ballots in his name. Independent 
candidate John Anderson came 
Window ReplacelDent 
To Start Soon 
by Deborah Bynon '84 
very close to winning the election, 
but fell short with only 147 votes, 
which was 36% of the overall 
vote. President Jimmy Carter, the 
Democratic candidate, received a 
humiliating 16% support from 
Ursinus voters, with 6S yotes. 
There were only two other 
candidates with anything near a 
significant showing. These names 
were written in the "other" space 
provided on The Grizzly's ballot. 
Liberatarian candidate Ed Clarke 
acquired 2% support with 8 
votes, while Communist candid-
ate Gus Hall had only 1 % of the 
vote with four baUot entries. 
Eleven other write-in names re-
ceived the remaining 4 % of the 
vote. 
Surprising Faculty Results 
Although both nationwide and 
Ursinus student voters, favored 
(Continued on Page Seven) 
Lethal weapon drawn on student 
Sometime in the next two 
weeks, the Maintenance De-
partment will be installing new 
Thermo-Pane, aluminum in 
bronze finish windows in some of 
the men's dormitories. At a cost 
of just under 510,000, the win-
dows wiD be installed along the 
front and sides of Reimert Hall 
and along the north side of New 
Men's Dormitory facing the 
parking lot. 
will cost significantly more than 
the old windows. A new pane will 
cost approximately 525, with re-
pair charges bringing the new 
pane up to 535. 
Klee remarked that less dam-
age on the part of the students at 
Ursious would allow for more 
money to be concentrated on 
other things. He also stated that 
the conservation of energy would 
go a long way in saving money 
that could be put to other useS". 
Klee feels that "if everyone acted 
prudently and responsibly, we 
could cut the costs without hard-
ships." 
Weekend Crime Continues 
In New Men's Dormitory 
Fred Klee, Director of the 
Maintenance Department, stated 
the reason for the installation of 
new windows as being "conser-
vation in hand with comfort." The 
windows now in the New Men's 
Dormitory are "marginal, at 
best." They allow in much cold 
wind, which is bad for conser-
vation of energy and the comfort 
of the students residing in the 
dormitory. The decision to install 
the insulated glass windows on 
the north side was reached in 
consideration of the fact that 
colder air is more likely to blow 
against that side. 
Within three or four years, the 
Maintenance Department plans 
to have the new windows installed 
in the entire New Men's Dormi-
tory. In the meantime, parts from 
the old windows removed from 
the north side will be used to 
repair the remaining old win-
dows. New parts, such as panes 
for the old windows, can not be 
bought. 
Replacement of new windows 
by Carl Buck '84 
Ken Taylor '84 
New Men's Dorm was again 
the victim of vandalism last 
weekend when it was the subject 
of an attack by outsiders who 
used the school's fire extinguish-
ers to arm themselves. This time 
Bookstore E_ves 
Enlarged Facilities 
by Lisa Lepone '84 
At the beginning of each sem-
ester, most students have had to 
stand in the long lines in front of 
the Bookstore, and then once 
inside, stand in another long line 
waiting to pay for books. Many 
students have wondered why one 
half of the building, formerly as 
the Bearpit, is not now a part of 
the Bookstore. 
The Bearpit, originally used by 
the Pro-Threater, was a small 
stage with about 100 seats. Since 
the Ritter Center for Dramatic 
Arts has been constructed, the 
Pro-Theater group has moved 
there. 
The Bookstore now stands 
where the old boiler plant once 
stood. The Bookstore building 
was originally built as a temp-
orary facility. It was supposed to 
be dismantled later and used for 
storage. Nelson Williams, Busi-
ness Manager of the College, said 
that there are now no plans for 
the dismantlement of the 
Building. The reason for this, 
stated William Friedeborn, Man-
ager of the Bookstore, was that it 
would cost more money to tear 
down the present structure than 
to renovate it. 
Mr. Friedeborn said 'that he has 
been trying to acquire the other 
half of the building ~ince he has 
(Continued on Page Six) 
a potentially dangerous situation 
developed when several of the 
students were sprayed in the eyes 
with the anti-freeze -like chemical 
that is contained in the extin-
guishers. 
At 11:15 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 
25, several people were sitting in 
the main room of Suite 106 when 
the door burst open and a stream 
of fire extinguishing fluid flew 
into the room. It immediately hit 
Bob Citta full in the eyes and 
caught Rich Stewart in his left eye 
as he dove for cover. Others in the 
room at the time were Charles 
Dougherty, Carl Buck, and Citta's 
girlfriend. Citta and Dougherty 
immediately took pursuit and 
cornered the vandals in the 
parking lot by NMD. 
Citta then proceeded to wrestle 
one of the suspects to the ground 
and hold him there. Dougherty, 
meanwhile, held off the other 
two. At this time, Stewart, who 
had rounded up some help, 
returned to aid Citta and Dough-
erty. Instead, he saw a knife at 
Citta's throat. 
Citta, unaware of the presence 
of the knife because of the toxins 
now burning at his eyes, was 
persuaded by Dougherty and his 
girlfriend to release the person he 
was holding. Once freed, he and 
the other two scrambled for a late 
model brown Cadillac parked 
halfway dow!! the lot. 
The students then hastily pro-
ceeded back to their room where 
Citta immediately called Richard 
J. Whatley, Associate Dean of 
Students, who notified the autho-
rities. The R.A. on duty at the 
time, Richard Smith, gathered 
the scattered extinguishers which 
were strewn from 101 to 210. He 
also consulted with the investi-
gating officer and Fire Marshal 
Dennis Parker who arrived at the 
scene shortly after the incident. 
It is supposed that the vandals 
were aware that Homecoming 
Dances that evening would prac-
tically empty NMD. This is the 
fourth incident regarding theft or 
vandalism this year. Whether or 
not their occurrence is related is 
unknown. 
The license plate number of the 
Cadillac was traced to its owner, 
who was apprehended for ques-
tioning. However, Citta chose not 
to press charges, and the case has 
been dropped. 
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Off The Editor's Desk E~ht new Hall of Fame members inducted • • • 
The obVro~s Issue to address first this week Is Ronald H D 
Reagan's landslide on Ejection Day. To say the results were onorary egrees 
antl-cllmactlc would be an understatement. Although the race 
between Reagan and Jimmy Garter was said to be very tight C f d At F d 's Day 
right up until the very end, there seemed to be no contest once 0 n erre 0 un er 
the American voters were confronted by the ballot box. by Sue Colalezzl'84 ~ 
What was the reason for this blow-out? Some speculate that Ursinus College's 1l(}Hr 
the recent news of a possible release of the hostages In Iran, Founder's Day Convocation was 
whether or not Carter had anything to do with It, was held this past Sunday, November 
detrimental to the Democratic campaign. Perhaps the Iranians 2. The ceremony, which was held 
purposely released this news around Election Day because they in the auditorium of Bomberger 
Hall, honored those members of 
thought it would serve to better Carter's chances of re-election. the evening school who had 
Another four years of a pushover American President would be completed their course work after 
very convenient for Iran. Unfortunately for them, this was not to the spring commencement exer-
be. Maybe Carter really had arranged it as a tool for drawing cises. At this ceremony, two 
votes. There's even the possibility that this turn of events was distinguished educators were 
legitimate, and simply a coincidence that it occurred around presented with honorary degrees, 
November 4, the one-year anniversary of the hostages' and eight athletes were inducted 
into the Ursinus College Hall of 
captivity. Whatever the explanation, it back-fired for Carter. Fame for Athletes. 
American voters are sick of being naive, gullible and pushed The Reverend Max E. Nuscher, 
, around. They said, "Sorry Jimmy, ,we're not gonna' be fooled campus minister, Gpened the 
again. You've had your four years." ceremony by delivering the invo-
Another reason for Reagan's victory was revealed in a poll of cation. John H, Ware, Ill, Presi-
10,000 voters taken by ABC News. Apparently, America Is dent of the Board of Directors, 
ready for a President who conveys a real leadership image. presided over the rest of the 
convocation , Ware spoke briefly 
Carter was never able to do this. Factors contributing to such an about the history of Ursinus 
Image include physical stature, decisiveness and commitment College and then introduced Rob-
to cause. ert H. Atwell, who gave the 
Finally, one final mention of my man, John Anderson. Seven Founder's Day address. 
percent of the vote is nothing to laugh at, conSidering he did not Atwell, a native of Washington, 
have the financial campaign support of a majority party Pennsylvania, is a graduate of 
Ohio's College of Wooster and 
candidate. I was encouraged by his outstanding showing among the University of Minnesota. 
Ursinus voters, and all over the Perkiomen Valley. Anderson's Currently, Atwell holds the posi-
concession speech was light-hearted and encouraging for 1984. tion of Vice-President of the 
I'll be waiting. - American Council on Education. 
The time has come to shed some light on the "townie" Issue. 
The supposed rivalry between Ursinus students and so-called 
Collegeville "townies" has become an annual Issue. The 
"townie" title has come to mean something negative, and often 
we are too quick to paste this label on Collegeville residents. 
Townies usually get the blame for campus disturbances such 
as vandalism and violence. However, the events of this 
semester have revealed to us that these campus disturbances, 
typically occurring during weekends, are usually caused by 
non-Collegeville Individuals. More specifically, the culprits are 
usually students from other colleges and univerSities, or friends 
of Ursinus students who are campus visitors. Very seldom are 
any of these "trouble-makers" identified as Collegeville 
residents. 
He has held a number of other 
administrative positions. 
Atwell spoke about the role of 
athletics in a liberal arts college. 
He believes that small schools 
approach winning more moder-
ately than larger , colleges and 
universities, He also stated that 
since athletics can teach so much 
more than health, such as cou-
rage and the ideals of fair play, 
they have an essential place in 
liberal education. 
William E. Akin, Dean' of the 
College, presented the candidates 
for honorary degrees to Richard 
P. Richter, President of the 
College. Richter presented Doctor 
of Laws to Atwell, the featured 
sl>ea~er. An honorary Doctor of 
Science degree was presented to 
Founders' Day Speaker Robert H. Atwell 
lEverett M. Bailey, Emeritus Pro- the Athletics Committee of the 
fessor of Health and Physical Board of Directors, presented 
Education at Ursin us College. eight candidates to be inducted 
Bailey played an active role in the into the Ursinus College Hall of 
reorganization of the Middle At- Fame for Athletes. Richter pre-
lantic States Collegiate Athetic sented certificates to Jeanne 
Conference. Bailey has received Mathieu Backenstose, '44, Her-
the Ursinus College Bruins Club man Bassman, '36, Audrey Rit-
Award for outstanding contribu- tenhouse Cox, '53, Marjorie Mer-
tions to athletics at Ursinus rifield Loomis, '54, G. Sieber 
College, as well as the Lindback Pancoast, '37, Alvin R. Paul, '33, 
Distinguished Teaching Award. Robert R. Strine, '36, and Patricia 
Richter also conferred degrees Woodbury Zelley, '58. 
on 16 members of the Evening The names of the students who 
School. Four graduates received have been on the Dean's Honor 
an Associate in Business Admin- List for the two preceding semes-
istration, one received a Bachelor ters were listed on the program. 
of Business Administration, two Also listed were the names of the 
received a Bachelor of Arts and freshmen who were National 
nine received a Bachelor of Merit Scholarship Finalists. 
Science. After presenting the Following the benediction and 
degrees, Richter addressed the the recessional, a tea and recep-
graduates. He extended his per- tion were held in the Wismer 
sonal wish for happiness to each Parents' Lounge for faculty, 
of them. alumni, and the degree recipients 
Merritt J. Jeffers, Chaimlan ot and their families. 
I am not trying to discourage campus visitors, but I do 
advocate that all Ursinus students be responsible for the actions 
of their visiting friends. Let them know the proper behavior for 
Ursinus, and insist that they conform to it while a guest at our 
institution. 
I would also ask that students re-evaluate their opinion of 
Collegeville' residents. While walking down to the Acme one 
night last week, I had the pleasure of seeing Collegeville'S 
annual Halloween Parade along Main Street. The sidewalks 
were lined with enthusiastic townspeople who were openly 
delighted with this traditional affair. They were all laughing, 
socializing and remarking about the different costume entries in 
the parade. Although the actual parade only lasted about 15 
minutes, I could tell the crowd enjoyed every minute of it. 
~eader Reboun~ 
This made me appreciate the quaint, humble features of the 
town of Collegeville, and the happiness of a small town's 
residents. The parade gave them all an excuse to be there, and 
also an opportunity for everyone to get together both before and 
after the march down Main Street. I couldn't help but feel 
charmed by the effort that went into all of the costumes, as 
well as the pleasant spirit of everyone there. 
My only regret Is that it has taken me four years to fully 
appreciate these people. I hope that In the future, we'll all learn 
to exclude that unwarranted "townie" title from our 
vocabularies, and learn to get along better with our fellow 
townspeople. 
To the Editor: 
As President of the USGA, I 
would like to thank all of the 
people who came out and helped 
make the AlI Campus HalIoween 
Party a great success. This event 
was evidence that if campus 
groups cooperate, there can be 
many more successfl1l social 
events. I would especially like to 
thank the Halloween Party Com-
mittee and the Brothers of Sigma 
Rho Lambda. A special thanks 
goes to the faculty and adminis-
trators who also came out for an 
evening of fun. Again, thanks to 
everyone! 
To the Editor: 
Ross Schwalm 
USGA President 
I am writing in regards to the 
October 31 issue of The Gdzzly. 
As head of publicity for proThea-
tre, I was extremely disappointed 
that an article that I had submit-
ted to the editor-in-chief for 
publication was omitted. My arti-
cle concerned the upcoming pro-
ductions of the proTheatre at the 
Ritter Center on November 6-8. 
Knowing of the problems of 
assembling a newspaper and the 
necessary deadlines that the edi-
torial staff faces, I made it a point 
to submit my article a week in 
advance as I felt that it was of 
both importance and interest to 
the College. Yet still the staff 
chose not to include it in the 
paper. 
The Gdzzly, through numerous 
editorials, has lamented the apa-
thetic attitude at Ursinus; stu-
dents do not take advantage of 
the campus activities that are 
held. My question is, "How are 
members of the ColIege commu-
nity supposed to participate in 
these campus activities if they are 
kept iII-informed?" I had consid-
ered The Gdzzly a responsible 
vehicle to assist me in informing 
the ColIege of the proTheatre's 
activities, but when this respon-
sibility is shirked, one can only 
question the quality of The Gdzz· 
Iy's journalistic standards. So, in 
lieu of my proTheatre article, I 
urge all interested persons to 
attend tonight's or Saturday 
night's performance of A Mani· 
-ae Proposal and Trial By Jury at 
8:00 p.m. in the Ritter Theatre. 
Sincerely, 
Steven T. VanGorden 
proTheatre Publicity Director 
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USGANotes Library To Sponsor Open House 
Last semester, the Campus 
Life Committee sent the USGA 
a host of recommendations 
designed to improve the Ursi-
nus campus. One deals with 
all-campus events. We ap-
proved of such a recommen-
dation because we, like you 
the students, realize the need 
for social events that encom-
pass the entire student body, 
rather than just certain sectors. 
Unfortunately, as representa-
tives, we usually have the 
workload fall heavily on our 
shoulders. That is why a small 
group is writing a constitu-
tional amendment to create 
another standing committee of 
the USGA, one to co-ordinate 
social events with the entire 
campus in mind. 
Ideas are bemg Olscusseo, 
such as how to select the 
committee and how to fund it. 
I advocate that the selection 
process for this committee be 
comparable to the guidelines 
. used for the Orientation Com-
mittee. This would include an 
application and interview by 
members of USGA experienc-
ed in coordinating events, so 
that we would choose capable 
students to organize such 
campus functions. A six to 
eight member committee 
would be most feasible, with 
two co-chairpersons per func-
tion eacb semester. A good 
example is the Homecoming 
Dance. The entire committee 
would work together on the 
special events, but each indi-
vidual chairperson would chair 
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the entire committee for his 
designated function. If more 
manpower is needed, as would 
be the case for Homecoming, 
the chairperson would be re-
sponsible for recruiting the 
necessary people. 
The committee must also 
present a proposed budget for 
each semester, to be approved 
by the USGA and then sub-
mitted with our budget to the 
Student Activities Committee. 
The amendment is still in its 
very early stages, and if you 
have any ideas, suggestions or 
recommendations, please at-
tend it USGA meeting (Thurs-
day nights at 6:30 in the 
Corson Boardroom), or talk to 
one of your class representa-
tives. Weare trying to struc-
ture the USGA as a function-
ing government and appreci-
ate and need the input of the 
people who elected us to serve 
them. A social committee is an 
excellent idea and a feasible 
necessity. Such organization is 
necessary for all activities, 
especially those on an all-
campus scale. Anyone who has 
been on a committee for an all 
campus function will agree 
that the amendment is benefi-
cial, and will raise the quality 
of these functions due to 
increased input of manpower, 
talents and ideas, and output 
of greater quality, quantity 
and effectiveness. 




by Leah WhItman 
In keeping with the administra-
tion's policy of blending college 
and community, "An Introduc-
tion to Myrin Library" has been 
planned for 3 p.m. Thursday, 
November 13. By way of this 
event, Chuck Broadbent, Library 
Director, hopes to make area 
residents aware of the availability 
of the library facilities . 
Another aim of the Open House 
is to give insight into ways of 
coping with a rapidly changing 
world. Included in this organized I 
approach will be Information-
gathering and learning to choose 
appropriate information. 
Through his discussion "How 
to Survive the Information Explo-
sion," Broadbent will explain to 
his listeners methods of gaining 
access to information. Some of 
the library equipment will also be 
used to illustrate these methods. 
A Little Help from tbe Friends 
Friends of Ursinus Library, an 
alumni group, also works to make 
services available. The group 
supports the Library through its 
annual dues and gifts and encou-
rages gifts from others. Its efforts 
make possible the lectures, exhi-
bits, and special collections found 
in Myrin Library. 
Although the material in Myrin 
Library has been selected to meet 
the needs of the College, there 
are also a number of community 
borrowers who avail the facilities 
to themselves. For a deposit of 
$15 and a one dollar library card 
fee, residents have access to 
library materials. The only re-
quirement is that card holders be 
of high school graduating age; 
Foreign Language Lunches 
D.[fered To Students 
students. The room will also serve 
by Ken Taylor '84 as a headquarters for special 
Beginning in the next few events which the three clubs 
: weeks, there will be a l\ew twist to combine to sponsor. Activities 
: lunch for some Ursinus stUdents. such as the All Language Picnic, 
Three Foreign Language Clubs, held earlier this year, a Christmas 
French, Spanish, and German, party, and an International Des-
along with the aid of the Foreign sert Festival scheduled for the 
Language Department, will have spring, will all be planned and 
a special lunch once a week for . guided from here. At present, the 
people who want to speak the location of the room has not been 
language in casual conversation. announced, but will be forthcom-
: The French and Spanish lunches ing in the near future. 
. will be on Mondays with the Other activities in which the 
I Ge.rman lunch on Fridays. the Foreign Language Room will 
The purpose of these lunches be involved are opportunities to 
according to Dr. Annette Lucas, is read books and magazines in a 
to expose students. to different foreign language, and informa-
, cultures and to allow students to tion on studies abroad programs. 
I speak the language. There will be There will be an opportunity to 
: mostly advanced and intermedi- obtain information about travel 
. ate language students to begin, through Europe, and there will 
but first year students are wel- always be someone there to help 
come to attend. Lucas points out anyone with a problem dealing 
that beginners may have difficul- with their language. 
ty now, but attending the lunches The room will have an opening 
and listening to the conversations ceremony when it officially opens 
may help them with the language. sometime in November. There 
All of the future activities, has been great enthusiasm on the 
tncluding the lunches, will hap- part of the students and faculty 
pen in the new Foreign Language involved, and it is hoped that the 
Room. This new room will provide students will take the opportunity 
an a~a for club meetings, some to learn more about the country 




those younger may borrow 
through their parents. 
Following Thursday's program 
there will be optional tours of the 
Library and campus. Dr. Erlis 
Glass of Special Programs will be 
on hand to provide information 
concerning credit and non-credit 
programs for adults. 
Those wishing to attend the 
Open House are requested to call 
the Library in advance at 
489-4700 or 489-4111 , extension 
243. 
Breakdown For SAC 
Allocations Explored 
by Pat KeellA9 '84 
Each semester the Treasurer's 
Office here at Ursin us decides on 
financial allocations for the va-
rious organizations on campus. 
The figures arrived at are based 
on the organizations' proposed 
plans and budgets for the follow-
ing semester. An ad hoc commit-
tee reviews these plans, esti-
mated budgets, and the treasury . 
balance, and then proceeds to 
make its recommendations. 
The money allotted by the 
Student Activities Committee 
(SAC) is primarily used for the 
campus films. Films generally 
cost from $200 to $400. Tbe 
Muppet Movie, for example, 
shown last Friday evening, cost 
the SAC $374. 
The SAC forms a film commit-
tee each year to help choose films 
that the student body would like 
to see. The Committee is headed 
by Dean Richard Whatley and 
anyone is welcome to be a part of 
the committee. Some of the films 
scheduled for the Spring semes-
ter included, Wben A Stranger 
Calls, Deer Hunter, and Kramer 
vs. Kramer. 
Other expenditures come to the 
SAC by letter from various orga-
nizations on campus that do not 
receive allocations from the Trea-
surer's Office. For example, last 
semester the SAC paid half of the 
expenses for the Campus Life 
Committee. For a group to re-
ceive money from the SAC, it 
must write a letter asking the 
SAC for money on a one time 
basis. The request must be for 
something specific such as a 
guest speaker. The money hand-
ed over is based on the trea-
surer's report, other expenditures 
and the particular group's plans. 
All expenditures must be ap-
proved by the SAC's group of 
students and faculty. The Chair-
person of the Committee is Dean 
Ruth Harris and there are eight 
other faculty members. The 
Committee also has representa-
tives from each of the classes as 
well as the men and women day 
students, and the USGA. 
Next year the Students Activi-
ties Fee will be 514 per semester 
instead of $~. The increase will 
provide all organizations with 
larger allocations. With more 
money the SAC will be able to 
have popular movies more often 
and they will be able to help more 
of the small campus groups. 
Below are the 1980 Fall Serneller Allocations for the varioul organlzatlonl: 
ORGANIZATION % AMOUNT 
Athletlca 20.0 S 2180.00 
Student Actlvltlea Commltt.. 14.7 1587.80 
Spirit Commltt.. 2.0 218.00 
ProTheatre . 3.7 389.80 
Senior CI_, 1981 2.4 259.20 
Junior CI_, 1982 1.4 151.20 
Sophomore CI_, 1983 2.0 218.00 
Freahmen CI_, 1984 0.0 0.00 
lorelei 4.2 453.60 
lantern/Grizzly 26.8 3110.40 
Choral Organlzatlonl 5.2 581.60 
Inllrumental Or~lzatlonl 2.0 218.00 
WRUC 0.0 0.00 
USGA 11.8 1252.80 
Spring Fell 2.0 218.00 
100.00 Sl~:OO 
I O£:S-G£:& '18S !&-O£:& ',J.:I "lJnlU !O£:S-O£:& 'p8M •• .. n.1 '-UOW 
Ott~·68t JalUa3 6UlddoQS alllAa6an,03 
·0·1 luapnls / M liD % 0 l . 
sioog 'JeaMJaIUIM 
'Slued S,JaiUled 'suear 
'SPJ03 Jal6ueJM 'aa, 
••••••••• 
·3HOlS Ai. VN· AWHV 
3"IA393"03 
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Another Viewpoint: 
IOb.iect To War! 
. at a co meeting. 
by Diane Nlemy ' One woman retaliated by say-
It seems there is more to the ing that the Reverend "hid" 
"CO" issue on campus than a behind a gun during war-time ' 
direct aversion to war and kilHng. because others in his company 
One very lively topic discussion at had to offer him protection since 
a CO (Conscientious Objectors) he had non-combatant status. 
meeting held three weeks ago This statement obviously hurt the 
centered around the current con- Reverend's feelings, and I 
troversy of whether or not the strongiy disagree with this re-
draft is legal. The Commonwealth mark. 
of Pennsylvania has taken the When I worked for the govern-
issue to the state 's Supreme ment at Valley Forge Army 
Court because there are legis- Hospital, I saw hundreds of 
lators in the state who do not amputees, many of them insane, 
believe that the draft is legal due and also the POW's. Allow me to 
to the fact that it discriminates say one thing, war isn;t pretty. I 
against males. Rev.erend Max feel that I can qualify that 
Nuscher, who directed the personal statement because I 
meeting, admitted that he has used to eat lunch with some of the 
ambivalent feelings on the sub- "boys" who showed me their 
ject of equality for women. He latest cut-off point on their legs or 
said he likes mom, apple pie, and arms, sometimes both. 
kids, but then again he is tired of- Since war is so horrible and 
"his" boys dying and leaving a 
matriarchal society behind. 
I found this a rather puzzling 
comment because America has 
never suffered the loss of its 
young males the way that some 
European countries did during 
WW I and WW II. I had attended 
the meeting with t~e intention of 
reporting with complete object-
ivity and calm, but instead left 
angry and insulted. You see, I like 
men; I love my father, my 
brothers and my husband. I also 
happen to like myself and see no 
reason why I should be the target, 
even if indirectly, of chauvinis-
tically heated remarks. Women 
do not start wars, nor do they 
make the rules. Women do get to 
worry about the men they love in 
war-time. Women also get death 
notices from strangers about their 
husbands and reiatives. Women 
traditionally have also had the 
privilege of caring in veteran 
hospitals for the wounded, as well 
leaves scars on men and women 
alike, I think it would be a good 
idea if a CO meeting was held 
that stuck to the issue, which is 
objection to war-period. I saw 
men without any limbs at all and 
judging by the vacant look in their 
eyes, I would dare to say they had 
. wishedl they had died in a 
Reverend's arms instead of com-
ing home to a civilian life that can 
offer them nothing. I also knew 
many female officers who had 
been to Viet Nam, and some who 
stayed state-side; they are just as 
tough-minded and responsible as 
any male officer. 
So, for you readers who really 
hate war, I strongly advocate that 
you pool your strengths together 
as a team regardless of sex, and 
let your feelings be known. War is 
despicable and it would be a 
tragedy if you didn't exercise 
your privilege of speaking your 
minds. I'm calling for some good 
old-fashioned fairness. If war is 
as in the field. I can't imagine cruel and stupid, can't we at least 
anyone in their right mind picking get together, and be tolerant and 
a fight · with a couple of women. intelligent? Think about it. 
Genuardi Shopping Center 
Spring City 948-0221 
-'n-S"fch-"'-Si;,ng"-R,,,,,;1 Stu~ent8 Do 
T.J. woke up a little late on ~ I DAd! L I Ther,r Stuff In 
~o~~ra:~es~:t n~::, baut !:~ ", "D' PIIm'n Talent Show 
ed to get some breakfast decided on a round of Aste- by Barbara Foley '83 
beforehand. He rushed his roids. T and The Lynt were The Union Program Board 
shower, dressed quickly and monopolizing the machine and sponsored the Second Annual All 
went outside only to find it discussing summer house- Campus Talent Night last Satur-
raining. breakingofT'spetowl,soT.J. day, November 1. The evening 
Rain and snow provide no settled for a rack of pooL was a great success, as the 
real problems for most people However, as he then found performers were excellent and 
at Ursinus, but they do for out, one cannot play pool the audience was enthusiastic. 
those like T.J. who live at 944. without an LD. card. Ron Baltz was the host and 
To avoid catching a cold, he Storming out of the Union, although he was not performing 
opted to hitchhike a ride back he went to Corson for some with his guitar Jenny, he did a 
to campus that morning. money for lunch. He nearly great impromptu comedy act 
But that mood changed fast. stabbed one of the employees everytime he stepped in front of 
As soon as he saw the LD. when she said, "Sorry, we the miICfo'phonle. 
checker, he realized that he can't cash your check without 
had forgotten his. It was 8:20 an LD." To pass some time, 
and he appealed to her com- he went to the library to read 
passion, pointing, out that it some reserve materials, but, 
was raining and that he lived again that piece of plastic was 
so far away. "Too bad," she necessary. 
snapped, "I have to do my It was a dreadful day for 
job." T.l. Knowing no better reason 
Trying to keep his cool, he to get drunk, he went down to 
rationalized that the extra half Austin's (where he never 
hour of studying would do him needs an LD.) and bought a 
well. So he sat in the Parent's case of Gibbons. He downed 
Lounge and reviewed his deb- two on the way back and was 
its and credits. T.J. already starting to work on a buzz. 
had one academic warning in By dinner, half the case was 
Accounting III and he didn't gone, and T.l. decided on a 
want another. When the 8:50 liquid meal. The Gibbons was 
bell rang, the sophomore Econ going down smoothly and he 
major boIted to Bomberger to saw no reason to stop. Being a 
get a good scope seat. He was true spaz, he knocked his beer 
ready. off the table. He didn't hear 
Mr. Bowers was a few the bottle break, so when he 
minutes late because he at- reached down to pick it up, he 
tended mass that morning at carved his wrist open on a 
St. Eleanor's. When T.J. re- piece of glass_ 
ceived his test, he was shocked. In his stupor, T.l. did not 
He had studied the wrong feel the pain but his roommate 
chapter. After bringing this noticed the blood. His mother 
matter to the instructor's at- would be mad for the mess on 
tention, T.l. received another the rug, so he threw T.J. a 
academic lashing: "Well, son, towel and ordered him to go to 
if you bothered to come to the Infirmary. 
class, you'd know what to T.l. staggered the whole 
study." way, but finally made it. Just 
Bummed out about how as he got inside the door he 
things were going that day, passed out. However, he 
our hero went to the Union to would just lay . there. The 
see if he could pick up on some Infirmary could take no action. 
of the weekend's dirt. No one T.l_ did not have his LD. card. 
~~~~~~~~~~~ ____________ J 
1st Place Winner Ann Edris 
The evening began at 8:00 p.m. 
with Steve deDuFour singing 
"My Way" and Barbara Foley 
accompanying him on piano. The 
next act was Beth Murphy who 
sang "He Touched Me" a capella 
(without accompaniment). Next 
came Michele Nathan who sang 
.. All Good Gifts" from the Broad-
way production of GodspeU and 
"Tomorrow" from the Broad-
way show AnnIe, while playing 
piano. The fifth act was a trio 
composed of Steve de-DuFour 
and Linda D' Alesio singing 
"What I Did For Love" from the 
Broadway musical A Cbol'1l8 line, 
and Barbara Foley accompanying 
them on piano. Next came John 
O'Neill who sang and played 
guitar. The first song he did was 
an arrangement of Grateful 
Dead's "Terrapin Station." The 
second song he wrote himself and 
dedicated to his wife, Stacey. 
Linda D' Alesio and Barbara Foley 
followed John's act with their 
version of Barry Manilow's hit 
song" All the Time ., Linda sang 
and Barbara aceompanied her on 
piano. Bill White then took over 
I the piano with a Billy Joel song, 
I "AlI for Leyna." He also played a 
song he wrote. Ann Edris was the 
final act for the evening. She sang 
"Out Here On My Own" from 
Fame, a capella due to the fact 
that her accompaniest was at 
another engagement and was 
I expected later on in the evening. 
Valley Forge Shopping Center 
Trouble getting "into" 
the semester? Take a break 
from your studies and have 
Tlffney's transform your 
hair into an exciting adven-
ture. 
When all the acts were finished 
. the judges, Mr. Brian Fegeley, 
I Dean David Rebuck, Mrs. Jane 
i Shinehouse, and Mr. Nelson 
! Williams left the audience to 
King of Prussia 377-3121 
... the lu1urIouS . 
IK~SSlty 
Sat., Mon., Tues. ~5 
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9-8 
We have set aside Wed-
nesday evenings from 5-9 
especially for students, but 
you may come In anytime. 
-(Mon.-Sat.) As an extra 
bonu., you are entitled to a 
Special Student Discount 
Card which enables you to 
20% off any salon services 
up to 1 full year, for just stopping In to our salon . 
"'Free pizza Wed. nights 5-9. 
We want to make our salon your salon. 
I 
discuss the winners. 
First prize, $SO cash went to 
. Ann Edris; Second prize, a S2S 
i gift certificate to the TroDey Stop 
I Restaurant, went to Beth Murphy 
and Third prize, a 510 - gift 
certificate from the CoUeaeville 
.Acme went to Steve deDuFour, 
Linda D' Alesio and Barbara 
Foley; and fourth prize, a 510 gift 
certificate from Acme went to 
1i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~MQ~~~~~C.aM~~~IMk~leNa~n. 
"The River" meets standards • •• 
Springsteen Unveils 
Interesting New Album 
by Joe Lazar '81 the Darkness material was struc- That Bind," followed by " Sherry 
The release of Springsteen's tured in a way that it never went Darling," which Springsteen de-
latest album, The River, coincides over big at concerts. The River, scribes af "flat rock." " Sherry 
with his nationwide concert tour loaded with hard-driving rock and Darling" is reminiscent of the 
which arrives at the Philadelphia roll songs, tries to be a live album beach party era of music with 
Spectrum on December 6th, 8th that is recorded in a studio. Avaion and Funicello. The third 
and 9th. No one musical persona- Springsteen pulls off this produc- song is entitled" Jackson Cage, " 
Iity produces as much discussion tion coup with great results. followed by "Two Hearts. " Side 
as Springsteen. Another pleasant aspect of The one ends with a ballad called 
The amazing thing about The River is the reemergence of "Independence Day;" a poignant 
River is that half of the songs on Clarence Clemens after being song between father and son 
the album are not new songs. fairly absent from Darkness. Cla- about leaving home. 
Some were written a couple of rence is featured on ten of the Side two (the best side) opens 
years ago and were performed in twenty songs. with "Hungry Heart," which is 
concert to great reviews. Frankly, Side one opens with "The Ties being pushed as a hit single. This 
the perfect fit 
DR. SOFFER, BAUSCH & LOMB AND ,YOU 
Depend On Us .. 
CALL 
219·0431 .. -
song definitely pays homage to 
the Phil Spector-produced sound 
of the 60's. Every time I hear this 
song, I think of the Ronettes and 
the Crystals. The next three cuts 
are party-music rockers, "Out in 
the Street," "Crush on You," 
and "You Can Look." The qfth 
song on side two is the country 
and western flavored "I Wanna 
Marry You." Side two ends like 
that of side one, with a ballad, 
"The River." I didn't think that 
: this song really fit the scheme of 
the album until a friend told me 
that it is probably about his sister. 
If this is true, then maybe . 'The 
. River" is the continuing saga of 
Mary, the female in Bom to Run's 
"Thunder Road." Where "Thun- . 
der Road" expressed hopes and 
dreams, "The River" tells of 
reality and harshness. 
Side three opens with "Point 
• Blank," one of the saddest and 
prettiest songs that I have ever 
heard. "Cadillac Ranch" follows 
"Point Blank." "Cadillac Ranch" 
is a rocker that would make 
Chuck Berry proud. The third cut I 
I "I'm a Rocker" is self-explana-
I tory. In "Fade Away," the fourth 
I track, Springsteen cannot believe 
that he has lost his--girl and the 
romance is over. Side three also 
ends in the ballad "Stolen Car." 
Side four is perhaps the weak-
est side of the album, but still 
contains good material. It opens 
with the party song "Ramrod." 
Bruce must have been listening to 
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Party Brings Out 
Spirit On Halloween 
by Carol Dykel '84 
The U.S.G.A., along with Sig 
Rho, sponsored an All-Campus 
Halloween Party last Friday 
night, October 31. in the new 
Utility Gymnasium. The party, 
which included music, food, and 
drinks, as well as ten dollar prizes 
for the three best costumes, was a 
tremendous success. 
The party begah at 8:30, and 
people, dressed in every imagin-
able fashions, began arriving in 
groups shortly thereafter. All but 
a few of the guests were decked 
out in complete Halloween attire. 
Among the costumes were a pair 
of trees, Raggedy Ann, a bumble 
bee, Mr. and Mrs. Dracula, Peter 
Pan, and an odd assortment of old 
people, little girls, clowns, and 
Crayola crayons. The beer and 
punch were supplied by Sig Rho, 
and the doughnuts, pretzels and 
potato chips by the U.S.G.A. 
The guests danced to the New 
Wave sound, played by way of the 
Union's sound system. About 
half-way through the evening, the 
costume contest, emceed by 
Derek Pickell, began. Anyone 
could enter by simply signing 
their name upon entering the 
Gym. As each entrant's name was 
called, he, she, or it had to parade 
their costume in front of the 
crowd and panel of judges. The 
judges, including Ross Schwalm, 
Carol Stephens, Greg Braccia, 
Kevin O'Shay, and Kevin O'Neill, 
had a difficult time choosing just 
three winners from so many 
entrants. The prize for the "most 
comical" costume went to Tom 
Walter, who made a very convinc-
ing woman. The prize for "Sca-
riest" went to Debbie Neiman, 
very appropriately dressed for 
Halloween as Death. The "most 
original" prize was given t() 
Peggy Owens, suited up as an 
O.B. tampon. Once the judging 
was over and the prizes given out, 
the dance resumed, which was in 
itself a sight to behold. 
In retrospect, the U.S.G.A. -
Sig Rho Halloween Party was an 
enjoyable evening for all. Perhaps 
the most enjoyable aspect of it 
was seeing the time and effort 
that so many people put in to 
planning it, and the enthusiastic 
response of the students. 
. Classics Club Underway 
Little Eva's "Locomotion" while 
writing "Ramrod." The second I 
song "The Price You Pay" is : 
probably an offshoot from his . 
Darkness material because it 
sou Ids like "Promised Land.·· 
The t~ird cut, "Drive All Night"' 
is actually an elongation of a few ' 
verses in the live versions of 
"Backstreets." When Bruce per-
forms "Backstreets" in concert 
1 he strays aside to do a few bars The first meeting of the newly- I exhibit. 
from "Drive All Night." The formed Classics Club was on Club members are planning a 
effect on "Backstreets" is enor- Monday night, November 3. trip to the Penn Museum for 
~_'_'~!~'~"'.Dr •.• AIm-.Sa«.-';8tt;;;tap;;cpIity;;--=:-U:.IOFI.ENI ••••• ~ mous. As a song by itself, though, Those who attended saw slides Friday, November 14. Rides will 
with. 30 n.y c __ of Selilf8Clion "Drive All Night" fails to have and were served refreshments. leave campus at 1 p.m. The 
SPECIAL impact. Side four closes with The classics Club is for anyone Club's next meeting will b~ 
WITH THIS COUPON another ballad "Wreck on the wh~ might be interested in the Monday, November 10, at 7 p.m. 
ilO Rebate $49 Highway." Latin or G~k lan8Uage~,c1assi- in Wismer Parents' Lounge. 
~ lIAS _:;: ~ IS8 It is too soon to judge whether cal Greek hterature, Enghsh clas- Egyptian slides will be shown and 
h;'::':'Z'" I!!!I ExpI,. Nov. 15 The River will become a classic or sics, ancient architecture, ancient refreshments will be served. Club 
CaD 279-0431 __ even come close to Bora to Run, his~ory, ~sterpieces by famous membership and trips are open to 
•
... ~ ...... :,. ..... ,.,.. . ...t,....... but by the standards of today's artists, trips to museums, or even all students; you need not be 
, .... t'IIt' .. : .......... " ..... Arn-""",. junk on the market, The River is trips to the Smithsonian in Wash- enrolled in a classics course to 
.. '__ ....... _. __ .......... 111111 ................... ..;;_ ... '-' ... . eltce~ent. _ _ i~gton to see the Alexandrian, participate. 
- 1\', 
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r-----Why Carter -Los,---l UBEC Council Presents 
I While covering President even arrived, the crowd was! "Th F Of M t" 
Carter's last pre-election visit enthusiastic and excited, mak- ree aces anagemen 
to Philadelphia Thursday, a ing it hard to keep one 's place An optimistic yet cautious fu-
man in a delivery truck stop- in the crowd as people kept ture is what three visiting "faces 
ped to ask me what all the pushing their way to the front of management" displayed at the 
commotion was about. This just to get a glimpse or a Ursinus Business Economic 
visit by President Carter to the handshake. The American Council Seminar Wednesday No-
Polish section of Kensington voter grew suspicious of cor- vember S. The seminar, held 
had not been publicized, and rupt government during the before a crowded Parents' 
when the truck driver saw the Nixon Administration, but lost Lounge audience in Wismer Hall, 
crowd and police barricades he all respect because of a feeling presented the strategies of three 
asked, "Who's down there?" I· of incompetent leadership successful businessmen: John W. 
yelled back, "President during the Carter Administra- Boyer, Jr., Chairman and Chief 
Carter." Once he understood tion. These past two years Executive Officer of the Philadel-
what I had said, he waved his have 'shown a drastic recession 
hand in disgust, grunted an in the economy and a pessi- phia Suburban Water Company; 
unimpressed .. Ahh I" and mistic attitude of the American James Miades, Executive Vice-
drove away. citizen. President of the Chilton Company; Student Questions 
This reaction showed me The election of Ronald Rea- and Theodore L. Reimel, Presi· The question of labor taking 
You can get ahead in school 
through m~morization and testing 
well, but it doesn't work that way 
in business. I hope our schools 
are not producing students that 
are not able to juxtapose them-
selves or display a sense of 
empathy, understanding and the 
ability to work with others, be-
cause that is what counts in this 
field." 
just how much a change in gan was an easy one because it dent and Founder of the Reimel- part in the decision making 
government is needed in this is the last ray of hope the Carter Advertising Agency. process of management was ra'is-
country. Had the visitor been American people can find to The three men presented brief d b L . R . h '81 Al 
stateme'nts about their personal e y on em art, . -
Tug McGraw, Burt Reynolds curb inflation, lower unem- outlooks on the new' decade and though it worked in Germany, the 
or Sir Lawrence Olivier, the ployment, and put America administration and then enter- general opinion of the represent-
man probably would have at back into the respected posi- ed business community was sum-
least tried to get a glimpse or tion it has lost in these past tained questions from the audi- med up by Mr. Boyer when he 
shown some interest by joining years. ence. All three seemed to be said, "Workers must have pride 
the crowd. Whether President-elect optimistic about the future, but in their work for this to be effec-
realized that careful planning, The government of the U.S. Reagan was the best candidate tive. We are getting there, but Mr. Reimel and Mr. Royer 
has lost the respect of the will be shown in the next four rational thought and effective the unions and management lev- supported Mr. Miades' com-
people. Just ten years ago, the years, but at least his election organization would playa major els must define their positions; ments later when they stressed 
President would have been is a stimulating boost to the role in attaining success. otherwise, we would have too that the most important thing 
mobbed by the common work- country, whereas President Mr. Miades pointed out, "If we much confusion." "This is a time learned in school is how to 
ing man, school children, Carter's re-election would can get back to running the of uncertainty," Mr. Miades ad- research and find the information 
housewives and anybody else probably not have had a economy the way it should be, the ded, "business must run smooth- that can solve your problem. The 
who knew about the Presi- similar effect. The people have problems will be behind us, but lyon the part of the management. advantage of having a liberal arts 
dent's visit. In 1976 when seen what Carter can do, and the answers are not easily found." education was also mentioned 
I I ti t th I ti f On the other hand, Mr. Miades 
President Ford was running his re-election would have n re a on 0 e e ec on 0 also said that although he be- because it stresses using your 
Ronald Reagan, all these men 
for re-election, he visited the been a cautious, rational deci- Iieves in scientific manage- mind and not just memorizing 
agreed that the Republican Party 
Oxford Valley Mall in Bucks sion, but not an optimistic one. ment, he hopes that the schools information. "In the long run, does not believe in a quick-cure 
County, Pennsylvania. Every To change the administration solution to problems," They usu- are not cranking out technicians you will be better off with a liberal 
time a plane flew overhead, amidst the current state of that don't have what it takes to be arts education," Mr. Boyer said, 
the large crowd started cheer- world arrairs is a risk, but it is ally prefer gradual changes to ful' b . h "but unfortunately it d.oesn't give 
ing thinking it was Air Force a positive move that shows immediate cure-all tactics," com- success m usmess. "Sc ools you the best opportunities when 
t d M B "I thO k measure success by grades and 
One. Before President Ford that the people want to believe. men e r. oyer, so m trying to get started. But it 
Bookstore 
Facilities 
(Continued from P.ge One) 
been managing the store. He is 
hoping that since Pro-Theater is 
no longer using the Bearpit, he 
will be able to rent the entire 
building. Williams stated that 
tfiere were no definite plans 
concerning the building at this 
time. He did state, however, that 
it would be logical for the 
Bookstore to move into the 
building. 
Meanwhile, Friedeborn is 
working with the space he ha!> 
and trying to improve its ef-
ficiency. Last Friday, renovations 
of the old clothing department 
began. The clothes are presently 
being stored in the old Bearpit 
while a new system of hangars is 
being installed. This system in-
cludes eight large units on which 
most of the clothes will be hung. 
PART-TIME POSITIONS 
Par.t-time positions open for 
lunch and closing Shifts. 
Above average starting salary. 
.Unlforms and food discount 
provided. No experience ne-
cessary. 
C.1I831-0657 
Friendly Ice Cream R •• t8ur.nt 
Ridge Pike, Trooper ,Pa. 
EOE M/F 
't I h amount of -studying that is ac-
Good luck President Reagan; you won see any rea c anges or doesn't matter where you start 
improvements "or about twelve to complished, and in business you 
make us proud again. 1 the race; it depends now on how 









WHITE - CHENIN BLANC 
REO-GAMA Y BEAUJOLAS 
....., 17.00 lull bottle 






At the Weldon House it's a 
bigger, better drink. We use 
topshelf brands only. And if live 
music moves you, we've got the 
finest live entertainment in the 
area ...... . 




Show staff or student 
1.0. Card for 
Around hIt, ,/I fhl lun'l in Dn, pI,u! 
NO. 9 NOVEMBER 
The BEST BLUEGRASS 9:30-1:30 
ADAMS I WHETSTONE r STONEYRIDGE' WHETSTONE 
BROTHEfiS RUN. I RUN 
DINNER - STUFFED FLOUNDER IMPERIAL sa.50 
7 14 21 28 
COUNTRY MUSIC BY: *OCOTlLlO 
SAT. • 9:30 To 1:30 I I 
DINNER - PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 59.50 
8 15 22 29 
"SUNDAY 8rllllC .. lom-4om 
UN I Th. FRF.SH AIR Rud 9:00 10 1:00 S . "Th; Oldi ..... 10 ., r:. 1:.'11 .... 
DINNER - ONE HALF BAKED CHICKEN/WILD RICE STUFFING S7.95 
2 9 16' 23 30 
"Monday Nite Football" HOUSE WINE - 751 
MoN. HOi Dogs 50' FREi S~:;~~M~~:O~'~~~ ~R~~~S_-s:!.50 
DINNER - BROOK TROUT WITH WILD RICE STUFFING 17.95 
10 24 
"College 1.0. Nite" 1 . . 
DINNER - "A TOUCH OF ITALY " - FULL ITALIAN MENU_ 
26 -
Make reservallons tor you, 
Christmas party or banQuel 
now, call loday 
':-c (215) 287-8510 15% Rebate MUSIC BY: EdMcKendry Cf~ITA''!,'0100 'f.HURS'r--- I I ThAftkoahlna' . 
Malar Credit Cards Accepted 
on your food purchase ,I . ~ i DINNER - "GREEK NITE" - FUll COURSE 
6 I 
·BRING US SOMEONE SPECIAL 
Friday, November , 9-8-0- e ~zzly- age 
Reagan, Anderson 
Win Mock Election 
5.2 Win over Widener 
Soccer Finishes Season 7 -7 -1 
by Dave Gamer '81 
. (Continued from P.g. On.) The 1980 Ursinus Soccer Team 
fTotal Votes-----------Vote.---percentag~ had its season abruptly ended this 
I Cnt: 409 Of Vote Of Vote I ' past week. In order to get the 169 41 % I NCAA Division ill playoffs start-I Ronald Reagan (R) I ed as soon as possible, UC's last 
IJohn Anderson (I) 147 36% two scheduled opponents, Wes-
!JImmy Carter (0) 65 16% II tern Maryland and Moravian, had 
I Ed Clarke (Lib.) 8 2% to cancel their games with the 
IGusHall (Comm.) 4 1% I Bears. It is ironic that Moravian 
I Others 16 4 % I should get the bid that would 
I REGISTERED VOTERS 260 (63%). - I have belonged to Ursinus if they 
I . . 0 I could have beaten Muhlenberg 
I VOTED IN REAL ELECTION 200 (48 Yo) I last Wednesday, and then Ursi-
L ____ 77% OF ELIGIBLE~OTERS .EID VOT§... ___ -l nus not get an opportunity to play 
Ronald Reagan, members of the 
College's faculty and administra-
tion selected Anderson as their 
choice for President. Of the 20 
who participated in the election, 
nine voted for Anderson, six for 
Reagan, four for Carter and one 
for Consumer candidate Barry 
Commoner. In percentage terms, 
the breakdown here is 45% for 
Anderson, 30% for Reagan, 20% 
for Carter and 5 % for Commoner. 
These results may have been 
different had more faculty, ad-
ministration and staff members 
participated in the mock election. 
Respective Voter Statistics 
Ronald Reagan. Of the 169 
voters for President-elect Reagan, 
most were male. One hundred 
and four of these Reagan voters 
were registered to vote, anti 83 
voted in the actual Presidential 
Election either directly or by way 
of an absentee ballot. 
John Anderson. Anderson's 
147 votes were virtually split 
between male and female voters. 
Registered voters among this 
total numbered 106, 70 of whom 
actually voted. 
Jimmy Carter. Carter's voters 
had a slight edge of male voters 
over female. However, a large 
portion of his 65 voters were Moravian. However, the players 
registered to vote (41), but only did not learn the playoff situation 
30 actually voted in the Presiden- until Tuesday; in their last game 
tial Election. on Saturday, they hammered 
Ed Clarke. Five of the Liberta- visiting Widener by a score of 5-2. 
rian's candidate's eight votes Disrupting the passing game 
were female. In addition all five of and make clearing kicks ineffec-
his registered voters participated tive, the wind was an important 
in the actual election. factor in Saturday's contest. With 
Gus Hall. All of Hall's four the wind in their favor in the first 
votes were submitted by males. half, the visiting Pioneers applied 
The three who were registered constant pressure taking 15 shots 
voters actually voted. on goal. The Bears scored first 
OVERALL VOTER when Bill Lynch hit a through 
BREAKDOWN pass to Chip Montgomery who . 
According to the indications beat the goalie from 10 yards out 
information provided on the bal- with 9:45 gone. Widener's con-
lots by each voter, about 64% of stant pressure paid off at 31:35 
the 409 Ursin us voters were when UC goalie Allan Johnson 
registered (260). Of these regis- was unable to handle a bouncing 
tered voters, 770/0 voted in the ball in front of the net and an 
actual election. In other words, opportune Pioneer headed the 
only 49% of those who voted in ball in to knot the score at 1-1. 
The Grlzzly's mock election actu- The visitors forged ahead on a 12 
ally voted in the 1980 Presidential yard blast by an unmarked line-
Election. man following a pass-in with only 
Others who received write-in 45 seconds remaining in the half. 
votes in the mock election include The winds of fortune blew in 
Gerald Ford (2), Ted Kennedy Ursinus' favor in the second 
(I), Gordon Liddy (1), Eugene stanza as the Bears launched 
Miller (1), Ronald Bayliss (1), seventeen shots with four of them 
Benny Hill (1), Sue Sparks (1), finding the net. The equalizer 
John Smith (2), Miss Lillian (1), came at 21:50 when Greg Gifford 
Ralph Liebowitz (1), and Joe punched home a rebound of Bob 
Batfish (3). Thomas' shot at close range. The 
.--_______________________ , goal typifies the way in which 
Greg has played in his four years 
on the team - his constant hustle 
making things happen. Another 
senior, tri-captain Jeff Jewitt 
gave the home fans a command 
performance in his collegiate 
soccer finale. From 25 yards out, 
JJ hooked a direct kick into the 
upper right comer of the goal to 
put UC on top at 27:05. Four and 
a half minutes later, JJ dribbled 
his way through the Widener 
defense and beat the keeper on a 
shot from point blank range. In 
less than a minute the Bears 
added another tally as Bob 
Thomas hit a through pass to 
Jimmy Drevs who blasted the ball 
into the left comer from 15 yards 
out. The visitors mounted no 
serious threats in the second half, 
and the game ended with the 
score 5-2 in favor of Ursinus. 
It is difficult to determine why a 
team that went 10-5-1 last year 
thing for a goalie to do. Ricky this year, it will be tough to' 
Hope was slowed by a nagging replace the graduating seniors. 
thigh pull and Bill Lynch encoun- At fullback Bill Morehouse was 
tered late season ankle problems. the spearhead of the Ursinus 
John Signorino, Jon Dick and Jeff defense. Even in losses, he 
Jewitt were all slowed by injuries . played with an untiring enthusi-
prior to the important MAC asm that helped buoy the spirits 
games against Haverford and of his teammates. The void 
Swarthmore. created by his graduation will be 
Offensively the Booters tal1ied a difficult one to fill. Linemen 
21 goals up one from last year. Tony Esposito and Jeff Jewitt 
Jimmy Drevs was leading scorer have contributed heavily to the 
with six goals, JJ added five, Ursinus scoring punch the last 
senior tri-captain Tony Esposito two seasons, while Greg Gifford 
notched four and freshman Tim made his presence felt by his 
Howard had three, however, a great hustle. Called on to play 
number of missed opportunities full-time when Birch was fmally 
in close games prevented the knocked out late in the season, 
Bears from having a better year. Allan Johnson played very well in 
It seemed as though the team was goal. A clutch performer, AJ was 
unable to put together two halves always ready when needed. 
of consistent soccer in any game At this time the team members 
all year. would like to thank all their loyal 
Looking ahead to next season, fans who endured the rocky 
the Bears anticipate a much season with them. The UC' Boot-
better record in the absence of ers look towards the 1981 season 
injuries. with, optimism and confidence. 
In spite of the squad's depth 
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Reilly's Blocks Lead Grizzlies 
(Continued from P.g. Eight) 
possession, but with a strange 
result. After he made contact with 
the ball, it went directly back to 
the Dutchman punter, deflected 
off of him, and when the smoke 
cleared, LV had been awarded 
possession as the officials ruled 
an Ursinus fumble. No further 
damage was done, and four plays 
later, the Dutchmen tried to punt 
again. It didn't work again. Reilly 
recorded block number two, Si-
mon Levy ended up with the ball, 
and Ursinus was in business at 
the LV 24. Craig Walck and 
Lonnie Grove each carried for two 
yards, and then Walck gained 
nine to the LVII. Grove followed 
that with a nine yard run of his 
own, and Walck scored from two 
yards out. 
Earl)l in the fourth quarter, 
Lebanon Valley tried to punt one 
more time. Reilly's third block 
gave Ursinus the ball at the LV 
36, from where a Walck-John 
Blubaugh pass plus a Lebanon 
Valley penalty moved the ball to 
the four. On third and goal from 
the five, Walck threw his second 
touchdown pass of the day to 
Freeman. 
Down 28-7, Lebanon Valley 
then came back to grind out a 52 
yard touchdown drive, and after a 
sllccessful two point conversion 
with 8: 12 remaining in the game. 
When Lebanon Valley then re-
covered the onsides kick that 
everyone was expecting, things 
got a little scary. But the defense 
came through, stopped the 
. Dutchmen the rest of the way, 
and Ursinus had victory number 
two. 
Hockey 
(Continued from P.ge Eight) 
tition seeded third behind num-
ber one Penn State and number 
two Temple. In the National 
Coaches Poll, Ursinus is ranked 
fifth behind Penn State, San Jose 
State, U. Mass., and New Hamp-
shire. Regional competition starts 
this weekend at the University of 
Maryland, with Ursinus playing 
the hosts in first round action. A 
finish of third or better in 
Regionals qualifies Ursinus for 
the National competition being 
held November 20-22 at Southern 
Illinois. It will be difficult, but 
Ursinus should fare pretty well. 
should drop to 7-7-1 with only tw'o ,.11 , IIIII I 111_1.1. 
personnel changes in the off-sea- . ~ WILL'S MOBIL i 
. off of a quick huddle and snap, 
. the Ursinus lead was only 28-15 
Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers 
Wed, Nov 12, information booth Student 
Center 11:30 AM to 2 PM. Peace Corps rep 
to talk about volunteer assignments in 
Third World countries. 
son. An excessive number of SEIlVICE STA'DON I~ 
injures seems to have been Gal ......... r. ..... 
critical in the outcome of the 1980 3rd & MAIN STREETS 
season. Jim Birchmeier played COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ii 
the entire year with back and Phone 489.9956 • 
shoulder problems, a difficult , ..••• _.ii __ ._ ..• 
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Chances for .500 season still alive • • · 
Breaks Carry Ursinus
f 
Past Lebanon Valley 
It was the ktnd of. gam~ seen so while to begin self-destructing. In The second score was even ~ 
oftenwheneveryrstnus Is.ar.ound. fact, LV had the only serious easier, and gave an indication of j 
One team domtnates stahShc~lly scoring threat of the first quarter, what was to come. Lebanon >-
only to have the breaks go agatns~ as the Dutchmen drove from their Valle's punter fumbled a center ..a 
it, and ends up as an unfortunate own 20 to the Ursinus 13, but y d U' f d't If 20 
loser. The only difference this missed a 37 yard field goal. sna
d
P, afn rtshtnus °dun I se 0 
. . th yar s rom e en zone. ne 
time was that Urstnus got e The fun started early in the I I t't 140 th 
breaks, and Lebanon Valley turn- second quarter Craig Walck roc- PWaYI kaFer, I was b-' al~ k de 
. a c - reeman com 0 c IC e 
ed out to be the hard-luck loser, keted a high spiraling punt that . Th nk t LV f bl t 
II d 28 15 ' agatn. a soan urn e a a~ the Bears ro. e to ~ - became impossible to field once it the Ursinus 15 with bne minute 
vIctOry .at AnnvIll~. ThIs was got caught in the wind. Only left in the first half, the score 
accomphsh~d despIte Lebanon someone on a winless team would remained that way until halftime. 
~alley runmng off 20 ~ore offen- possibly be foolish enough to try Earl in the second half came a 
SlVe plays than Urstnus, and to return it. Enough said. Mike 14 pOi:t swing which prevented a 
outgaining the B~af's by 40 yard~. Milligan recovered the fumble at blowout. A Lebanon Valley punt 
T~anks to s~eclal teams, and.tn the LV 26. Following a procedure was blocked by Tim Reilly. John 
pa~lcular semo.r cornerback TIm penalty, a 14 yard Walck to Jack Gattuso picked up the ball and 
Redly, the Urstnus offense only Freeman pass followed by a 13 ran it in for an apparent touch-
once had to travel m~re tha~ 30 yard keeper by Walck set up a down, but the play was wiped out 
yards to reach paydlrt. Redly, first and goal at the three. by an Ursinus penalty. Given new 
who blocked the Dutch.man punts, Fullback Lonney Grove took it life by a first down, the Dutchmen 
personal~y set up Urstnus touch- from there, plowing in for the went in for the score, and trailed 
down dnves of 36 and 24 yards, touchdown on second down. After 14-7 instead of 21-0. 
and Lebanon Valley fumbles set Bruce Fensterbush's conversion, Reilly came up with his first 
up marches of 2~ and 20 yards. Ursinus had an easy 7-0 lead. official block on the next LV 
It took the Flytng Dutchmen a (Continued on 'Ige Seven) 
Ranked 5th in the nation ... 
Field Hockey Enters 
Re{{ional Competition 
by Jean Morrison '83 
The Ursinus Field Hockey 
Team traveled to the University of 
Delaware on Monday, November 
3, to playa game postponed from 
earlier in the season. The Bears 
came home with a 1-0 win on a 
goal by senior co-captain Laurie 
Holmes. The overall play of the 
game was sloppy with both teams 
making mental errors. 
Throughout the first half, the 
offense of Ursinus showed good 
passing and came back to help out 
the defense. The defense how-
ever, was playing a bit shaky as 
they had trouble stopping the 
ball. Ursinus almost took the lead 
in the middle of the first half. 
Senior co-captain Gina Buggy 
sent a pass across the mouth of 
the goa\. Holmes got her stick on 
it, but just barely missed the 
corner, sending the ball out of 
bounds. 
It was in the second half that 
the Bears took the lead. Approx-. 
imately midway through the half 
junior Traci Davis sent a pass 
across the goal. Delaware's goal-
keeper broke up the play, but 
Holmes picked up the ball and put 
it between the legs of the goal-
keeper for a 1-0 lead. There were 
a few djlngerous threats by 
Delaware, but each chance was 
put down by the defense. 
Although it wasn't the best 
game played by the Bears, there 
were a few good performances. r-----------------------Grizzly Top Ten 
Needless to say, after last parentheses) 
weekend's numerous upsets, rank team pts 
this week's Top 10 is scram- 1. Florida State (3) 129 
bled up quite a bit. Florida 2. Georgia (9) 123 
State becomes the fourth team 2. Notre Dame (3) 123 
to occupy the top seat so far 4. USC 105 
this year. Georgia and Notre 4. Nebraska 105 
Dame, the only unbeatens left, 6. Ohio State 69 
end up in a relatively close 7. Alabama 57 
second place tie. Baylor and 8. Pitt 42 
North Carolina depart our Top 9. UCLA 39 
10, while Penn State and Pitt 10. Penn State 24 
reappear once again. Others receiving votes: Ok-
--~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~---
Senior Sue Darwin played a good, 
solid game anchoring the defense. 
Junior Georgette Zavawski did a 
good job especially on corners. 
Delaware has perhaps the best 
shooter in the nation off of a 
penalty comer. It was Zavawski's 
job to prevent that shot. And she 
did that very well, sometimes 
getting to the ball before it 
reached the shooter. 
On Friday, October 31, the 
Bears had to settle for a 1-1 tie 
with East Stroudsburg. Scoring 
for Ursinus was junior Debbie 
Brackett. 
The frrst half, a sloppy one by 
both teams, ended in a scoreless 
, tie. Brackett gave the Bears the 
lead approximately ten minutes 
into the second half. Davis cross-
ed the ball in front and Brackett, 
setting up camp at the opposite 
post, pushed the ball into the 
open corner. Stroudburg's tying 
goal was a -result of a defensive 
mix-up. The defense got confused 
in f£.Ont of the goal and Strouds-
burg took advantage of the situa-
tion, tying the game. Stroudsburg 
tied it with just about two minutes 
left in the game and each team 
held on for the tie. 
Ursinus ended their season 
with a 12-2-4 record. The Bears 
will enter tough regional c,?mpe-
(Continued on '. Seven) 
On the path to Nationals 
Harriers Head 
Toward MAC's 
by Brian BalIanl '81 strong eff~rt from the entire 
All season long, starting way squad is needed to capture the 
back during those hot August title. 
days, the Ursinus Cross Country The largest question mark this 
Team has been pointing towards weekend is Dave Gamer. The 
one meet. That meet is upon ankle problems have persisted all 
them. On Saturday, the Bear Pack year for Gamer. Mentally, he's 
will travel to Chester Park in more than ready, but physi-
Chester, Pa. to make a run at the cally ... 
M.A.C. Cross Country Cham- The rest of the team is healthy. 
pionship. Senior Ron Shaiko, Junior Jon 
This season has been extremely Perrotto and Freshman Neil 
successful for the Bear Pack. Brown have all come up with 
Their dual meet consecutive un- outstanding performances to car-
beaten string has reached a ry the team throughout the sea-
sensational 32 straight. Last son. Junior Pat Walker has 
weekend the Bears disposed of :onsistently placed in the top five. 
their last two regular season These four along with Dominick 
opponents, Moravian and AI- Buda, John Doyle and Garner will 
bright. run on Saturday. 
The main competition for the Coach Bob Shoudt is excited 
Bears this Saturday will come lbout this weekend championship. 
from Haverford and Gettysburg. fie feels the Bears are capable of 
These teams finished 1-2 at last :aking the title. An all out effort is 
year's M.A.C.'s and both return 'equired of the Bear Pack. 
with strom! teams this year. A 
Fearless Friday Forecast 
by Kevin ReadmaD '81 
cUnt Speen '82 
Cincinnati at Oakland 
Raiders by 8 as Plunkett plays 
like he was still at Stanford. 
John Madden not really missed 
in Oakland. 
Kansas City at Seattle 
Seattle is tough in "The Dome" 
once again this week and this 
time they even win by a field 
goal. 
Cleveland at Baltimore 
Browns by 2 because Sipe has 
more help than Jones. 
PlttsbUJ'gb at Tampa Bay 
The Bucs win this barely. 
Steelers are really having 
trouble. 
Buffalo at New York Jets 
Bills by 7 as they play like a 
play-off team. Jets a tremen-
dous disappointment. 
Dallas at New York GIants 
Cowboys by 10; they can score 
and the Giants don't stop other 
teams. 
San Franclilco at Green Bay 
The Pack by 4; even they can 
score on the 4gers. Hilton 
wants help or he wants to be 
traded. • 
PhIla. at New Orleans 
Eagles by 10. New Orleans 
needs more than the Saints -
maybe the Almighty. 
Denver at San Diego 
Chargers outscore the Broncos 
by 6. Red Miller wonders what 
is going on this year. 
Atlanta at St. Louis 
Cards get it right this week and 
trump Atlanta by 3. 
Detroit at MInnesota 
The Vikings slay the Lions as 
they win by 2. Minnesota stays 
close for division honors. 
Washington at Chicago 
Real defensive battle but the 
Bears recover from 2 losses to 
win by 3. 
MIamI at Los Angeles 
Rams by 7; they can score the 
Dolphins can't. Shula still look-
ing for Csonka, Kiick, and 
Warfield. 
Monday Night 
New England at Bouton 
Houston by 2. The Oilers are 
playing well and ride the home-
field advantage and Earl to 
victory. 
NlItritional Foods Inc. 
Complete Line of Vltamlnl 
Cheese, Teas, Vegetarian 
Products .. Books 
(check our VItamin Sale Reck) 
(New additions added dally) 
NUTRITIONAL FOODS INC. 
28 S. Charlotte St. 
Pottstown, 'a. 
Janet L. Garner 323-4481 
